
I TAKE MY MANDATORY FFS LICENSE 

PLEASE NOTE the following changes this year 

1. The age categories have changed for Carte Neige Loisir, Competitor or Dirigeant  
You are an adult if you are born in 2006 and before 
You are a minor if you are in 2007 and after 
ATTENTION: at 15 I am an adult both in the leisure section AND in the competition section 
 

2. The French Ski Federation has also introduced a preferential rate for last year 2020/2021 licensees (except 
PREPACOMPET born in 2013 and before). If you are entitled to this reduction, please the link under “License 
Renewal” 
 

OPTION A 
YOU DID NOT have a license FFS in 2020/2021 
OR 
YOU BELONG to the Prépacompet and YOU ARE born in 2013 or before  

New licensee in the Leisure (LOISIR) section New licensees in the competition section 
Association Managers  
All Competitors of the Prépacompet (born in 2013 
and before) 

SECTIONS : Miniclub, Sportive, Snowboard, YRC 
(Détection Freeride, Freeski, Snowboard 
Freeride), ski adulte et prépacompet (born in 
2014 et 2015) 
 

SECTIONS : Dirigeants, compétiteurs, and NEW and 
OLD Prépacompet (born in 2013 and before) 

Please take the license directly from the FFS 
website.  
La Multiglisse is listed in Servoz (74310). 
You choose your level of insurance. 
https://www3.ffs.fr/carteneige/online 
 

Please click on this link to take your licence :  
https://www.multiglisse.fr/collect/description/151105-
z-nouveaux-licencies-competieurs-dirigeants-et-
licences-club-esf 
 
 

 

OPTION B 
YOU are renewing your license from last year 2020/2021 

I had a license JEUNE in 
2020/2021 
(i.e. Leisure if I was under 
18 or Competition if I was 
under 15) 
 

I was in the ski section 
ADULT in 2020/2021 and I 
had a licence LOISIR 
ADULTE  

I had a license Dirigeant or 
Compétiteur Adulte (15+ 
years ) en 2020/2021 

I had a license loisir 
famille in 2020/2021 

I am entitled to a 10 euros 
reduction on my new 
license (Adult or Jeune, 
Loisir or Competition) 
 

I am entitled to 15 euros 
reduction on my new 
licence  

I am entitled to 25 euros 
reduction on my new 
licence  

I am entitled to 20 euros 
reduction on my new 
licence FAMILLE 

https://www.multiglisse.fr
/collect/description/1972
98-u-licences-promo-10-
euros 
 

https://www.multiglisse.fr
/collect/description/1973
28-u-licences-promo-15-
euros 
 

https://www.multiglisse.fr
/collect/description/1973
29-z-licences-promo-25-
euros 
 

https://www.multiglisse.fr
/collect/description/1978
76-u-licences-promo-20-
euros 
 

 

 


